


Organic Origins
Spa

First Visit Pricing Therapeutic Pressure Massage

80 MINUTES
$118

50 MINUTES
$79

110 MINUTES
$158

Experience a therapeutic massage using organic (nut free) oils &
lotions. Hot towels compliment this blissful massage. 

 First Visit Pricing Therapeutic Massage  Enhancements
Enrich your massage with these healing enhancements 

AROMATHERAPY
$16

THERAPEUTIC HOT PACK
$16

First Visit Pricing Cupping Therapy
Cupping Therapy increases blood flow, bringing healthy nutrients to the ischemic

muscle tissue. Swelling & inflammation is visibly decreased 

ORTHOPEDIC CUPPING
$30

FOCUSED DYNAMIC CUPPING
$15

FOCUSED COLD STONE
$16

FOCUSED HOT STONE
$16

Enjoy

discounted

pricing on your

First Visit 
ORGANIC MASSAGE OIL

$10

First Visit Pricing

THERAPEUTIC COLD PACK
$16

FOCUSED DEEP TISSUE 
$16



Organic Origins Spa
Therapeutic Massage

80 MINUTES
1st Visit $118 | Wellness Plan $90 | Regular $180

50 MINUTES
1st Visit $79 | Wellness Plan $60  | Regular $120 

110 MINUTES
1st Visit  $158 | Wellness Plan $120  | Regular $240

Experience a therapeutic massage using organic (nut free) oils & lotions. Hot towels
compliment this blissful massage. 

 Therapeutic Massage Enhancements
Enrich your massage with these healing enhancements 

AROMATHERAPY

1st Visit $16 | Wellness Plan $16  | Regular $25

FOCUSED COLD STONE

THERAPEUTIC HOT PACK

 Cupping Therapy
Cupping Therapy increases blood flow, bringing healthy nutrients to the ischemic

muscle tissue. Swelling & inflammation is visibly decreased 

ORTHOPEDIC CUPPING
1st Visit $30 | Wellness Plan $30  | Regular $60

FOCUSED DYNAMIC CUPPING
1st Visit $16 | Wellness Plan $16  | Regular $25

FOCUSED HOT STONE

ORGANIC MASSAGE OIL

THERAPEUTIC COLD PACK

FOCUSED DEEP TISSUE

1st Visit $10 | Wellness Plan $10  | Regular $20



OrganicOriginsSpa.com

50 MIN HOT OIL SCALP, NECK & SHOULDER MASSAGE  
1 hr total session

This incredible treatment uses a blend of warm aromatic organic oils that

flow over the scalp & through the hair. A focused scalp, neck & shoulder

massage make this treatment the ultimate end-of-day treat. We recommend

scheduling this service at the end of your day, allowing you to wash &

shampoo your hair that night or the next morning.

1st Visit $84 | Wellness Plan $74 | Regular $148

Organic Origins Spa
Specialty Therapeutic Massage

Carefully formulated specialty massage to meet your unique wellness needs
using organic (nut free) oils & lotions. 

OrganicOriginsSpa.com
50 MIN / 80 MIN / 110 MIN DEEP TISSUE MASSAGE 

1 hr / 1 ½ hr / 2 hr total session

Deep tissue massage is an advanced technique focused on manipulating

deeper layers of muscle tissue, tendons, and fascia (the protective layer

surrounding muscles, bones and joints).

1st Visit              50min $94 |  80min $140  |  110min $188

Wellness Plan  50min $84 |  80min $126  |  110min $168

Regular              50min $168 |  80min $252 |  110min $336



OrganicOriginsSpa.com

50 MIN / 80 MIN / 110 MIN HEALING HOT STONE MASSAGE  
1 hr / 1 ½ hr / 2 hr total session

Melt away tension with our healing hot stone massage, where warm basalt rocks help your

therapist to further relax tight muscles, 

ease stiffness & increase circulation.  

1st Visit              50min $94 |  80min $140  |  110min $188

Wellness Plan  50min $84 |  80min $126  |  110min $168

Regular              50min $168 |  80min $252 |  110min $336

Organic Origins Spa
Specialty Therapeutic Massage

Carefully formulated specialty massage to meet your unique wellness needs
using organic (nut free) oils & lotions. 

OrganicOriginsSpa.com
50 MIN / 80 MIN MOMMY TO BE MASSAGE 

1 hr / 1 ½ hr total session

Massage has been shown to help both mother and baby. We encourage mothers to make massage

an important part of their prenatal care. As with all our other services, we only use organic lotions,

creams, & oils throughout your treatment. Our nurturing therapeutic massage is designed for

expectant mothers looking to improve circulation; relieve tension and swelling. This will help reduce

overall discomfort as the body changes throughout pregnancy. We offer both side lying support

pillows or our custom prenatal support bolster. The bolster allows mothers to lay face down while

providing proper support for the changing body. 

1st Visit              50 min $79  |  80min $118

Wellness Plan  50min  $60  |  80min $90

     Regular              50min $120  |  80min $180



Organic Origins Spa

OrganicOriginsSpa.com

50 MIN / 80 MIN / 110 MIN ATHLETIC PERFORMANCE MASSAGE 
1 ½ hr / 2 hr total session

This treatment is appropriate for individuals whose body tone & condition are tied by performance. We use a

combination of Hot Packs & Hot Stones along with our custom healing blend of Organic Essential Oils. Your

therapist will use myofascial & trigger point technique to add a deeper level to this treatment that helps relieve

sore & tight muscle fatigue.

1st Visit              50min $94 | 80min $140  |  110min $188

Wellness Plan   50min $84 | 80min $126  |  110min $168

 Regular             50min $168 | 80min $252  |  110min $336

50 MIN / 80 MIN / 110 MIN FIRE & ICE MASSAGE 
1 hr / 1 ½ hr / 2 hr total session

Experience this incredible thermotherapy massage using heated basalt lava stones & cooled marble. Heat from the

hot stones relaxes the muscles, encourages more blood to the area being massaged bringing essential nutrients &

oxygen. Cooled marble constricts the blood vessels, reduces inflammation & pain while decreasing swelling. With

just the right touch of hot & cold, your body will naturally relax & find balance. 

1st Visit              50min $94 |  80min $140 |  110min $188

Wellness Plan  50min $84 |  80min $126  |  110min $168

Regular              50min $168 | 80min $252 |  110min $336

Specialty Therapeutic Massage
Carefully formulated specialty massage to meet your unique wellness needs using

organic (nut free) oils & lotions. 

50 MIN / 80 MIN  CRANIOSACRAL 
1 hr / 1 ½ hr total session

A light-touch, whole-body treatment designed to improve the nervous system. Reduce pain and down-regulate to

create an incredibly relaxed and grounded body. The practitioner works with the clients own intuitive healing

abilities. Nothing is forced. Treatment might result in alignment of the bony structures, releasing of fascia,

softening of the membranes and energetic releases. 

1st Visit              50min $94 | 80min $140  

Wellness Plan   50min $84 | 80min $126  

 Regular             50min $168 | 80min $252  



Organic Origins Spa
Diamond Glow

45 MIN DIAMOND GLOW TREATMENT
The DiamondGlow™ treatment will leave your skin with an instant, day-of glow

with smoother, plumper complexion (100% of patients report immediate

satisfaction following their treatment, with 90% of patients noting an

improvement in overall radiance). Multiple sessions can soften fine lines and

wrinkles, as well as treat hyperpigmentation, sun damage, and uneven skin

tone. Not sure which serum is best for your skin? Your esthetician will work with

you to select a serum that meets your skin’s unique needs.

1st Visit $170 | Wellness Plan $170 | Regular $200

CHOOSE YOUR SERUM
VITAMIN C

This serum rejuvenates and protects your skin with a deep dose of rich

antioxidants. It’s appropriate for dull, dehydrated skin with the powerful vitamin

C preventing photodamage.

No Extra Charge

HA5® HYALURONIC ACID SERUM
This incredible serum has 5 5 TYPES OF HYALURONIC ACID, Sodium hyaluronate

solution, Sodium hyaluronate Uncross-linked HA, Nano HA and Cross-linked HA.

This serum is appropriate for those who want extreme hydration for their skin..

VITISENSCE® TECHNOLOGY also offers Vitis flower stem cell extract, Peptide

complex and Polysaccharides from French Polynesia

1st Visit $15 | Wellness Plan $15 | Regular $20

SKIN BRIGHTENING
 This serum will brighten your skin tone and improve the appearance of any

pigmentation with the patented Lumixyl® peptide.

No Extra Charge

TNS A+ 
This transformational serum uses advanced growth factor technology enabling

your skin to heal from within. This serum encourages collagen production,

correcting fine lines, wrinkles, skin laxity, and textural irregularities.

1st Visit $15 | Wellness Plan $15 | Regular $20



Organic Origins Spa
Organic Whole Plant Based Facials

Laurel is a ritualistic range of organic skincare, formulated with impeccably sourced,
highly vibrant whole plant ingredients, picked at their peak for unmatched

transparency, purity and results.

50 MINUTE SIGNATURE LAUREL FACIAL
A fully customized Organic plant medicine treatment, addressing skin in the most beautiful,

unconventional, & holistic way. This treatment supports the skin’s microbiome and lymphatic

pathways using whole plant ingredients, transforming your skin. Our skin specialists will begin

each facial with a conversation about your skin which will inform the choice of organic skincare

used in this treatment.  Aromatherapy, cleansing, & masking will exfoliate & hydrate, while deep

massage & steam relax & soften muscles. You will be left feeling completely relaxed & renewed.

1st Visit $90 | Wellness Plan $90  | Regular $110 

80 MINUTE ORGANIC SUN GODDESS REPAIR FACIAL
A reparative, regenerative, and corrective treatment that combats the signs of aging and sun

damage. Whole plant phytonutrients work synergistically to nourish, repair and prevent

further oxidative damage. Camu Camu, Rosehip, and Calendula deliver visible results that can

be seen after just one treatment. This facial is ideal for hyperpigmentation, scarring, and sun

damage, with a primary focus on brightening and evening skin tone, reducing inflammation,

and strengthening connective tissue.

 1st Visit $130 | Wellness Plan $130 | Regular $150



Organic Origins Spa

80 ORGANIC GUA SHA SCULPT FACIAL
This incredible treatment will leave your skin transformed. This facial uses Gua Sha, a tool-

assisted massage technique that sculpts, lifts, and firms the skin. Gua Sha works to encourage

lymphatic drainage, increase circulation, reduce muscle tension, and allow for optimal nutrient

delivery to the skin. The powerful combination of Gua Sha and Laurel Skin’s organic treatment

masks and serums will leave skin visibly firmer, brighter, and radiant.

 Wellness Rate 1st Visit $140 | Wellness Plan $140 | Regular $160

Organic Whole Plant Based Facials
Laurel is a ritualistic range of organic skincare, formulated with impeccably sourced,

highly vibrant whole plant ingredients, picked at their peak for unmatched
transparency, purity and results.

80 MINUTE ORGANIC POULTICE SCULPT + RELEASE FACIAL
Reignite skin’s youthful contours with this transformative treatment. Thai Poultice facial

massage sculpts lifts, and contours the face. Poultice herbs relax muscles and bring a sense of

calm. Laurel Skin’s potent organic whole plant medicine leaves skin nourished and hydrated.

Expect to leave with glowing, contoured sculpted skin. 

 Wellness Rate 1st Visit $140 | Wellness Plan $140 | Regular $160



Organic Origins Spa
30 Minute Signature  Premium Treatments

 These unique and healing treatments will leave you feeling refreshed and renewed. 

30 MINUTE FACIAL CONTOUR & LYMPHATIC DRAINAGE
Over ninety face & neck muscles are systematically massaged. Acupressure points are

activated, stimulating energy flow & releasing deep-seated tension, freeing layers of muscle

& connective tissue. A cool gua sha stone works to reduce puffiness around the eyes & all

over the face by encouraging lymphatic drainage revealing a contoured de puffed face.

1st Visit $50 | Wellness Plan $50 | Regular $55

30 MINUTE DECADENT FACIAL MASSAGE
Indulge in this decadent Facial Massage to firm, lift, reduce swelling and  the appearance of

fine lines and wrinkles.  Facial massage increases blood flow stimulating circulation to the skin,

activates movement in the facial muscles releasing rigidity leaving your face looking radiant,

sculpted and revitalized. Add this incredible treatment to any of our facials or to one of our 30

minute treatments. 

1st Visit Rate $50 | Wellness Rate $50 | Regular $55

25 MINUTE CUSTOM EXPRESS FACIAL
This mini facial uses supersonic technology to exfoliate and reduce pore size followed by an

effective Hydro Jelly mask, which aids in pushing serums deeper into the skin. This facial will

decongest the skin while reducing fine lines, wrinkles and sagging skin. It's a perfect addition

to any of our 30 minute treatments or chemical peels.

1st Visit $50 | Wellness Plan $50 | Regular $55



Organic Origins Spa
Premium Facial Add Ons

 These unique and healing treatments will leave you feeling refreshed and renewed. 

30 MINUTE MICROCURRENT THERAPY
A natural alternative to botox! This microcurrent treatment works deep in the skin by

stimulating collagen and elastin and  instantly toning and firming the skin. Greatly reduce fine

lines and wrinkles and get the contoured skin you’ve always wanted! Microcurrent therapy is

often referred to as a “natural” facelift. Microcurrent therapy emits extremely low-voltage

electrical currents which mirror your own body's electrical currents on a cellular level to repair

damaged skin and stimulate collagen and elastin production.  Expect to leave with instantly

contoured lifted skin.

1st Visit Rate $35 | Wellness Rate $35 | Regular $40

30 MINUTE LED LIGHT THERAPY
LED light therapy is effective in reducing the appearance of fine lines & wrinkles, improving

uneven skin tone, reducing pores size, & brightening the skin. The result is a complexion that is

plumped up with new collagen , which pushes the folds of the wrinkles out & new elastin,

which helps to tighten the skin and give it more elasticity.

1st Visit Rate $35 | Wellness Rate $35 | Regular $40

Facial Enhancements
Enrich your facial with thes rejuvenating enhancements

HIGH FREQUENCY TREATMENT
This high frequency facial enhancement uses a gas electrode to emit a small electrical

current that generates oxygen when applied to the skin. This oxygen travels into the skin

to kill acne-causing bacteria within blemishes while reducing inflammation & redness. 

This treatment is anti aging and stimulates collagen.The skin is left feeling instantly

energized, rosy, firm refreshed & noticeably softer- even after just one treatment.

1st Visit $25 | Wellness Plan $25 | Regular $30 



Organic Origins Spa
50 Minute Advanced Skincare Treatments

Experience the power of advanced skincare with our results-driven treatments. 
Using the most effective medical-grade skincare products that are scientifically proven to deliver noticeable results,
each treatment is meticulously crafted with advanced techniques and high-quality ingredients to address a variety of
skin concerns, including acne, hyperpigmentation, fine lines, wrinkles, and uneven skin tone and texture. With our

incredible treatments, you can expect visible results that will leave your skin glowing, bright and healthy.

50 MIN OXYGEN RX TREATMENT

 Experience the rejuvenating benefits of our Oxygen Facial, designed to improve

skin texture, increase circulation, reduce inflammation, and hydrate your skin. Our

gentle, non-invasive treatment is suitable for all skin types, leaving you with a

brighter, more even-toned complexion. 
1st Visit $119 | Wellness Plan $134 | Regular $149

50 MIN SIGNATURE DERMAPLANE FACIAL

Unveil your best skin yet with our Dermaplane Facial for a smoother, brighter, and

more youthful-looking complexion. Our expert estheticians use a gentle yet powerful

exfoliation technique to reveal a soft and glowing complexion, leaving you with a

renewed sense of confidence. Say goodbye to dull and lifeless skin & book now for an

irresistible experience that will leave you with glowing, radiant skin!
1st Visit $99 | Wellness Plan $114 | Regular $129



Organic Origins Spa
80 Minute Advanced Skincare Treatments

Experience the power of advanced skincare with our results-driven treatments. 
Using the most effective medical-grade skincare products that are scientifically proven to deliver noticeable results,
each treatment is meticulously crafted with advanced techniques and high-quality ingredients to address a variety of
skin concerns, including acne, hyperpigmentation, fine lines, wrinkles, and uneven skin tone and texture. With our

incredible treatments, you can expect visible results that will leave your skin glowing, bright and healthy.

80 MIN ULTIMATE FIRMING PEPTIDE FACIAL

Experience a complete transformation of your skin with our revolutionary formula,

infused with powerful anti-aging peptides, stem cells, and botanicals. Our intelligent

blend of ingredients stimulates new cell growth, repairs and rejuvenates all skin types,

and leaves you with a firm, luminous glow. Let our potent antioxidants and cutting-edge

technology renew and revitalize your skin, for a truly unforgettable result.

1st Visit $149 | Wellness Plan $164 | Regular $179

80 MIN BEYOND BOTOX FACIAL

This treatment is perfect for anyone looking to tighten up their skin. This treatment

includes: Cleanse, Dermaplane, Lactic Acid gel based peel, extractions (if needed),

and finishes with a Circadia Firming Peptide Mask. This service also includes a free

take home aftercare package, a $35 value.

1st Visit $169  | Wellness Plan $184 | Regular $199

80 MIN DELUXE DERMAPLANE FACIAL

Unveil your best skin yet with our Dermaplane Facial for a smoother, brighter, and more

youthful-looking complexion. Our expert estheticians use a gentle yet powerful

exfoliation technique to reveal a soft and glowing complexion, leaving you with a

renewed sense of confidence. Say goodbye to dull and lifeless skin & book now for an

irresistible experience that will leave you with glowing, radiant skin!

1st Visit $119 | Wellness Plan $134 | Regular $149



Organic Origins Spa

30 MIN NECK AND DÉCOLLETÉ TREATMENT
Transform your neck and décolleté area in just 30 minutes. This treatment targets fine lines,

wrinkles, and sagging skin to leave you with a more youthful appearance. Experience increased

blood flow and improved skin texture and tone for a radiant, glowing look. 

1st Visit $55 | Wellness Plan $62 | Regular $69 

50 MIN ACNE CLARIFYING FACIAL
This treatment is designed to effectively remove the keratin buildup to reduce bacteria and acne

lesions. Finish with an anti-inflammatory green tea mask that will deliver powerful healing

antioxidants while simultaneously nourishing and hydrating the skin. 

The skin will be left feeling invigorated and clear. 

1st Visit $99 | Wellness Plan $114 | Regular $129

50 MIN GENTLEMEN'S FACIAL
Using the power of peptides, stem cells and exfoliators, this treatment effectively addresses the

skin care concerns of men. Invigorate the skin with an effective exfoliation, extractions,

powerful anti-aging ingredients and a hydrating mask. This treatment will revitalize, refresh

and improve the health and appearance of men’s skin. 

1st Visit $99 | Wellness Plan $114 | Regular $129

50 MIN TRIPLE BERRY BRIGHTENING FACIAL
Brighten and rejuvenate the skin with exotic Riberry, Muntries and Pepper berries from

Australia. Packed with antioxidants and anti-inflammatory properties, these super-berries are

designed to provide instant brightening and hydration to dry, dehydrated, lackluster skin. 

1st Visit $99 | Wellness Plan $114 | Regular $129

50 Minute Signature Skincare Treatments
Experience the power of advanced skincare with our results-driven treatments. 

Using the most effective medical-grade skincare products that are scientifically proven to deliver noticeable
results, each treatment is meticulously crafted with advanced techniques and high-quality ingredients to

address a variety of skin concerns, including acne, hyperpigmentation, fine lines, wrinkles, and uneven skin
tone and texture. With our incredible treatments, you can expect visible results that will leave your skin

glowing, bright and healthy.



Organic Origins Spa
Peels

Results Driven Peels with powerful results customizable to your skin's uniques needs

30 MIN LIGHTENING LIFT® PEEL
Uneven complexions have met their match. This results-driven treatment combines the most

innovative and effective botanical brighteners luminescence and seashine® with echinacea plant-

derived stem cells and anti-aging peptides immediately leaving the skin younger looking and

luminous.

1st Visit $35 | Wellness Plan $35 | Regular $40

30 MIN ACNE LIFT® PEEL
A potent blend of alpha and beta hydroxy acids blended with lilac plant-derived stem cells to

reduce blemishes, redness and diminish post-breakout dark spots. Detoxifying ylang ylang and

eucalyptus purify oily skin and effectively treat and heal acne blemishes.

 1st Visit Rate $35 | Wellness Rate $35 | Regular $40

30 MIN SIGNATURE FACELIFT® PEEL
Our signature results-driven treatment combines vitamin C, hydroxy acids and enzymes to speed

up cellular renewal. New technology of centella stem cells support redness prone skin and

botanical detoxifying and energizing complexes give noticeable results in just one session.

1st Visit Rate $50 | Wellness Rate $50 | Regular $55

30 MIN WRINKLE LIFT®  PEEL
This ultra-resurfacing blend of glycolic acid combined with retinol visibly reduces the appearance

of fine lines and wrinkles leaving skin firm and revitalized. Buddleja stem cells reduce irritation and

diminish photo-aging, botanical coffee and peppermint energize, while eucalyptus and ylang

ylang purify the skin.  

1st Visit Rate $35 | Wellness Rate $35 | Regular $40

O2 LIFT ENZYME FACIAL LIFT® PEEL
This oxygenating enzyme treatment supports collagen production and unclogs pores. Contains

luxurious plant-derived stem cells, peptides and a high concentration of enzymatic botanicals that

leave the skin luminous, refreshed and rejuvenated. 

1st Visit Rate $50 | Wellness Rate $50 | Regular $55



Organic Origins Spa
Advanced Body Treatments

Indulge in our transformative Body Treatments and experience the power of advanced skincare. Our estheticians
use medical-grade products, scientifically proven to deliver visible results for acne, hyperpigmentation, and

uneven texture. With advanced techniques and high-quality ingredients, your skin will be left glowing and healthy.
Book now and let us treat you to a luxurious experience.

50 MIN UNDERARM BRIGHTENING
Our Underarm Brightening service is ideal for those looking for a  brighter and more even-toned

appearance. Our 50 Minute Underarm Brightening service is perfect for those looking to achieve a

more confident and radiant look. Whether you're preparing for a special occasion or simply want

to pamper yourself, this treatment is sure to leave you feeling refreshed and revitalized.

1st Visit $99 | Wellness Plan $114 | Regular $129

50 MIN CUSTOM BACK FACIAL
This treatment is designed for those looking to keep their skin clear, prevent future breakouts, and

address uneven tone and texture, leaving the back detoxified, soothed, and smooth.

Unwind with our Custom Back Facial, the ultimate indulgence for radiant, glowing skin and a

renewed sense of confidence. Let our skilled estheticians remove dead skin cells and reveal a

smooth, soft surface that's sure to leave you feeling pampered and refreshed. 

1st Visit $129 | Wellness Plan $144 | Regular $159 

50 MIN BABY BELLY FACIAL
Indulge in our Baby Belly Facial, perfect for expectant moms looking to rejuvenate the belly skin.

Our skilled estheticians use specialized techniques & high-quality products to hydrate, brighten, &

even out skin tone, leaving you with a glowing, radiant complexion during and after pregnancy.

Book now & experience this luxurious pampering treatment!

1st Visit $129 | Wellness Plan $144 | Regular $159 

70 MIN FIRE & ICE FIRMING BOOTY FACIAL
Get ready for the warmer season with this Firming Booty facial. The skin will be polished with our

blueberry & bamboo and our customized enzyme. Active ingredients will be applied to the

targeted areas to help tighten and smooth, while reducing the signs of cellulite and improving the

skin's texture. This treatment will be finished with a mask that will instantly firm the upper thigh

and buttocks area, also providing long term benefits to the skin.

1st Visit $149 | Wellness Plan $164 | Regular $179 



Organic Origins Spa

Hair Removal - Face

We use clean organic sugaring for all our hair removal services

30 MIN BROW SHAPING
 Experience a whole new wow to brows. Complete with mapping brows to fit your

features creating a sculpted clean look. While the sugar wax gently exfoliates leaving

the skin with a natural glow. 

1st Visit $20 | Wellness Plan $20 | Regular $25

30 MIN BROW SHAPING & TINTING
 Experience a whole new wow to brows. Complete with mapping brows to fit your features

creating a sculpted clean look. While the sugar wax gently exfoliates leaving the skin with

a natural glow. Natural Henna tinting rounds out this service for bold beautiful eyebrows.

1st Visit $25 | Wellness Plan $25 | Regular $30

15 MIN LIP & CHIN
Sugar wax removes hair from top of the lips to under the mouth and chin while gently

exfoliating the skin. 

1st Visit $25 | Wellness Plan $25 | Regular $30

30 MIN FULL FACE
Experience a smooth full face wax including brows, hairline, side burns, and lip/chin.

This service exfoliates gently by removing dead skin cells leaving behind a fresh

glow with little to no ingrown hairs unlike dermaplaning.  

1st Visit $40 | Wellness Plan $40 | Regular $45



Organic Origins Spa
Hair Removal - Arms

15 MIN UNDERARMS
Using sugar wax, resulting in less ingrown hairs than other wax types, to remove hair

from under the arm.

1st Visit $25 | Wellness Plan $25 | Regular $30

30 MIN HALF ARMS
Hair removal with sugar wax from the wrist to elbow for smooth glowing skin.

1st Visit $35 | Wellness Plan $35 | Regular $40

45 MIN FULL ARMS
Hair removal with sugar wax to get a full arm gentle exfoliation for glowing skin.

1st Visit $45 | Wellness Plan $45 | Regular $50

45 MIN HALF LEGS
Hair removal with sugar wax from knees to feet. This service is great for a gentle

exfoliation making the skin appear brighter.

1st Visit $55 | Wellness Plan $55 | Regular $60

Hair Removal - Legs

75 MIN FULL LEGS
Hair removal over the entire leg to enjoy fresh exfoliation & smooth legs.

1st Visit $80 | Wellness Plan $80 | Regular $85



Organic Origins Spa

Hair Removal - Intimate

30 MIN FULL BIKINI
Hair removal in the panty line plus a little off the top. Sugar wax is perfect for keeping

away ingrown hairs unlike shaving. Female clients only.

1st Visit $45 | Wellness Plan $45 | Regular $50

60 MIN BRAZILIAN
Front to back hair removal with sugar wax that molds into hair for a more gentle pull.

Female clients only for this service.

1st Visit $60 | Wellness Plan $60 | Regular $65

Hair Removal

30 MIN FULL BACK
Hair removal of the entire back that is a perfect way to exfoliate that hard to reach place. 

1st Visit $50 | Wellness Plan $50 | Regular $55

30 MIN CHEST AND STOMACH
Hair removal on chest area following down below the stomach.

1st Visit $70 | Wellness Plan $70 | Regular $75



Book Online at 

ORGANICORIGINSSPA.COM

1786 W State Street Boise ID 83702

(208) 331-1786


